entertainment review

Documentary launches imaginations skyward
BY JAYCIE EWALD

“A

pollo 11” is
not a film in
the traditional
sense, nor is it
a traditional documentary
either. It utilizes entirely
historical footage recorded in
July, 1969, during the titular
Apollo 11 mission.
The only accompaniment
to the film is an incredible
score composed by Matt
Morton for the film and
dubbed ambient sound
effects on film that previously
had no audio.
It offers no narration,
no dull interviews with
historians, and no cheesy
re-enactments.
The final effect is
electrifying: the viewer is
transported to 1969 and
feels as if they are present
alongside the NASA Mission
Control specialists, the
astronauts in orbit and the
crowd of watchers on the
beach through every step of
the eight-day mission.
From the focus on the
crowd of spectators miles
from the launchpad to the
candid, private feeling of the
Astronaut’s personal films
from inside the spacecraft,
the feeling of presence is
overwhelming throughout
the whole movie.
Without any special effects,
green screen, or actors,
“Apollo 11” manages to instill
an abiding sense of wonder
in the viewer, and create real
drama in the events and close
calls of that one long week
in July 1969. The only time
the film cuts away from the
historical material is in brief
graphical interludes showing
the approximate position of
the spacecraft at that point
in the mission, effectively
dividing the movie into
several distinct “acts”.

“Apollo 11” also gives a
spotlight to the oft-forgotten
third astronaut who flew on
the mission: Michael Collins.
While Neil Armstrong and
Buzz Aldrin were walking on
the moon’s surface Collins
(as the mission’s Command
Module Pilot, or CMP) stayed
in the orbiter above the
moon’s surface, maintaining
the craft’s stability and
systems integrity.
The film even features an
enlightening section where
Collins is speaking during
the mission about the sheer
solitude of traveling around
the far side of the moon.
During those 48 minutes of
every orbit he would lose all
radio contact with Neil, Buzz
and NASA Mission Control.
The part of “Apollo 11”
which brings the biggest
emotional impact is hearing
John Stewart’s “Mother
Country” on a tinny portable
cassette player spinning
lazily in the capsule with the
astronauts, before swelling
into its full quality as the
movie shows all of the men
and women who made the
mission possible, punctuated
by the lyric: “Just a lot of
people doing the best they
could.”
The impact of Apollo 11
proves that even 47 years
after the most recent NASA
moon mission in 1972, The
American public can still be
enchanted by the prospect of
leaving our world.
Not only is the film
incredibly moving, it is timely
as well: This July marks 50
years since the historic moon
mission which NASA and
many other organizations are
planning to celebrate with
special museum exhibits,
talks, and activities for
interested students.
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